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Mic drop
Student-run media shifts from analog to digital
By Travis McGuire
Luckily for Linfield, he had two decades of experience

on’t worry about a thing, cause every little

managing a college radio station. The station he ran at his

thing gonna be alright.”
Bob Marley’s lyrics send a calming melody

alma mater, The Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington, was known for attracting undiscovered bands, like a

through the Renshaw Hall basement studio.
David Magnello ’22, co-host of the “Love I Reggae Show,”

group of 14- and 15-year-olds from Aberdeen, Washington,
who would later call themselves Nirvana.

stands behind a microphone.
“We have about a minute and a half,” he says to co-

“I feel blessed that I was a manager of a college radio station

host John Lutaaya ’21, referring to the countdown before

that was at the absolute apex of college radio in the ’90s,” he says.
Before the digital era, local bands and producers sought

they begin broadcasting.

out stations like Evergreen’s and Linfield’s. College radio sta-

They don’t know it yet, but Magnello and Lutaaya’s
show will be one of the last to broadcast from KSLC on 90.3

tions with a defined footprint were how listeners — and record

FM in McMinnville.

labels — discovered new music and artists.

This spring, the station shifted to an online-only format.

But today, college radio managers are finding that

Then distancing measures from the coronavirus pandemic

the ability to access on-demand audio through stream-

ended the opportunity for students to broadcast together in

ing channels has diminished the appeal of their medium.

the studio. Similarly, a few months ago, Linfield’s student-run

Streaming services such as Spotify, Pandora and Amazon

newspaper followed the trend of many legacy media organiza-

Music have spawned a generation of people who rarely,

tions by going online-only.

if ever, listen to the radio. This poses a problem for small

In light of all this, Marley’s message seems like a perfect

stations like KSLC.
“The fact of the matter is that students don’t listen to

reminder that life adapts through constant change. Student
media, whether written or spoken, will live on in McMinnville

radio, and students aren’t interested in making radio,” says

— even if it’s not in traditional formats.

KSLC General Manager Joe Stuart ’20. “They’re interested in
making podcasts and they’re listening to podcasts.”

(Near) radio silence

That puts KSLC at a crossroads. On April 2, the station
turned its signal over to All Classical Portland, but the studio

Professor Emeritus Michael Huntsberger arrived in

said in a social media post that it and JAMS are “committed to

McMinnville at a tumultuous time in KSLC’s history. The jour-

keeping student voices active and heard.” Its new podcasting

nalism and media studies (JAMS) faculty member accepted a

network is called Wildcat iRadio.

position at Linfield in 2005. Just before he arrived, the station

Linfield isn’t alone in the switch to streaming. Six of

he inherited was navigating some licensing issues with the

the 10 college radio stations that broadcast in Oregon do not

Federal Communications Commission that could have cost

have a place on the dial. KDUP at the University of Portland

KSLC $10,000. Huntsberger’s expertise with local radio helped

has taken it a step further, broadcasting on the streaming

the college navigate the claim, and it was dismissed.

service Twitch.
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Fresh off the Press
The Portable Community: Place and
Displacement in Bluegrass Festival Life

Introduction to Game
Theory:
A Discovery Approach

Robert Owen Gardner, professor of sociology

Jennifer Firkins Nordstrom

Introduction to Game Theory:
A Discovery Approach
Jennifer Firkins Nordstrom, professor of mathematics

Routledge, 2020

2018

A study of the central role arts and music play in

This digital text allows students to learn mathe-

facilitating disaster relief and recovery.

matical concepts through playing games. It also
includes an exploration of game theory through

KSLC advisor and JAMS Professor Emeritus Michael Huntsberger managed college radio stations in the ‘90s, when student radio shows had the power to

Thieve

launch new bands.

Joe Wilkins, professor of English

Posting, not printing
The Linfield Review has published since 1896. Now that

the rich context of popular culture.

Lynx House Press, 2019

The Fire's Journey, Part III: The Cathedral's Work

Wilkins, winner of the Oregon Book Award,

Sonia P. Ticas, professor of Spanish (with Keith Ekiss,

returns with a fourth book of poetry, his most

Mauricio Espinoza and Eunice Odio)

ambitious yet.

Tavern Books, 2018
A much-neglected masterpiece of 20th-century

it’s not in print, but in pixels, editor-in-chief Alex Jensen ’20
sees an opportunity for students to be more creative about

The Boy Who Ate Nothing But Sonnets: Poems

content. “We can cater it more to what our audience will like

Christopher Keaveney, professor emeritus of

or what they should know,” she says.

volumes of an English translation of The Fire's
Journey.

Japanese, global languages and cultural studies

The publication is no longer tied to deadlines for printed

Latin American poetry, this is the third of four

Clare Songbirds Publishing, 2019

editions, so student journalists can be more nimble. Now, The
Linfield Review posts online in real time on topics such as the
Linfield University name change announcement, or ongoing cov-

In his second book of poetry, Keaveney

The League of Nations: Enduring Legacies of the

invites us to savor the memories of youth.

First Experiment at World Organization
M. Patrick Cottrell, professor of political science

erage of the novel coronavirus. Jensen’s team can also shape its

Routledge, 2018

The Fire Is Upon Us: James Baldwin,
William F. Buckley Jr., and the Debate
Over Race in America

photography and word count to better fit the stories. “If an article
only needs 300 words, then you only write 300 words,” she says.
The switch to digital-only has drawbacks, though.
The Linfield Review’s team dynamic has changed as a result

Cottrell explores the enduring relevance of the
League of Nations for the present and future of
global politics.

Nick Buccola, professor of political science

of removing print editions, which required all-day — and

Princeton University Press, 2019

sometimes all-night — editing sessions. “We don’t see each

This remarkable story of race and the American

other as much as we used to,” Jensen says.

dream reveals the deep roots and lasting legacy
of a conflict that continues to haunt our politics.

Off air

Vying for the Iron Throne: Essays on Power,
Gender, Death and Performance in HBO's
“Game of Thrones”
Lindsey Mantoan, assistant professor of theatre

Back in Renshaw Hall, Lutaaya fades down the volume of
Marley’s popular song. Calling himself “Laddy, the True Reggae

McFarland & Company, 2018

Joe Wilkins, professor of English

Daddy,” he addresses an unknown number of listeners.

This essay collection explores how power,

Little, Brown and Company, 2019

Unlike many of his classmates, Lutaaya, a native of
Uganda, grew up on broadcasts over the airwaves. “I always

He and Magnello are the last people to ever say on-air,

loved radio,” he says. It seems somehow fitting, then, that

“This is KSLC and KSLC-HD1 McMinnville, student-powered

“Laddy” will send the station out on a positive note.

radio at Linfield College.”
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death, gender and performance intertwine in

A haunting and unforgettable tale of sacrificial

the “Game of Thrones” series.

love, set in a fractured and misunderstood
community.
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